An attempt to understand and explain a peculiarity that was observed for curly fibres during experimentation revealed disparate literature reporting on several key issues. The phenotypical nature of curly fibres is only accurately understood within the larger scope of hair fibres, which are highly complex biological structures. A brief literature search produced thousands of research items. Besides the large amount of information on the topic, there was also great variability in research focus. From our review, it appeared that the complexity of hair biology, combined with the variety of research subtopics, often results in uncertainty when relating different aspects of investigation. During the literature investigation, we systematically categorized elements of curly hair research into three basic topics: essentially asking why fibres curl, what the curly fibre looks like and how the curly fibre behaves. These categories were subsequently formalized into a curvature fibre model that is composed of successive but distinctive tiers comprising the elements in curly hair research. The purpose of this paper is twofold: namely to present (i) a literature review that explores the different aspects of curly human scalp hair and (ii) the curvature fibre model as a systemized approach to investigating curly hair.
An attempt to understand and explain a peculiarity that was observed for curly fibres during experimentation revealed disparate literature reporting on several key issues. The phenotypical nature of curly fibres is only accurately understood within the larger scope of hair fibres, which are highly complex biological structures. A brief literature search produced thousands of research items. Besides the large amount of information on the topic, there was also great variability in research focus. From our review, it appeared that the complexity of hair biology, combined with the variety of research subtopics, often results in uncertainty when relating different aspects of investigation. During the literature investigation, we systematically categorized elements of curly hair research into three basic topics: essentially asking why fibres curl, what the curly fibre looks like and how the curly fibre behaves. These categories were subsequently formalized into a curvature fibre model that is composed of successive but distinctive tiers comprising the elements in curly hair research. The purpose of this paper is twofold: namely to present (i) a literature review that explores the different aspects of curly human scalp hair and (ii) the curvature fibre model as a systemized approach to investigating curly hair.
Introduction
A quick review of current and most recurrent topics addressed in hair research includes hair growth, loss, corrective practices/surgery, mechanical, physical and chemical properties, follicle morphology and activities, The terms 'European hair' and 'Caucasian hair' are often used interchangeably and are taken to denote 'wavy' to 'straight' hair; 'East Asian' hair is taken to mean 'pin-straight' hair; and 'African' or 'ethnic' hair is taken to signify 'curly' or 'very curly' hair. A variation of 'African hair' is 'Afro hair' and afro-textured hair, to signify 'very curly' hair. These assumptions are essentially flawed since many individuals from both of the first two groups have curly hair. While the degree of curliness among Europeans and Asians is generally lower than that in Africans, some Europeans and Asians have kinky or very curly hair. From genotyping results, European hair shape varies mostly between wavy (46.6%) and straight (40.7%), with some curly hair (12.7%) (n = 2138) [10] . The same study showed that Asian (East and West) hair shape is also mostly straight (46.7%) or wavy (41.3%), with some curly hair (12%) (n = 92). However, African hair shape is mostly curly (94.9%), with some wavy hair (5.1%) (n = 39). No distinction was made between degrees of curliness or waviness, or whether 'stick straight' and 'near straight' were regarded as similar. An important fact indicated by the study is the high incidence (greater than 50%) of non-straight fibres in individuals of European and Asian ancestry. Another important fact about curly hair was the large variability in the degree of curl among individuals of African ancestry [11, 12] . From these studies, it became clear that a single curl cluster for 'curly hair' is specious. Hairspecific taxonomies are described later in this paper. Of relevance to the immediate discussion is an awareness of terminology that is used in curly hair research.
As demonstrated in the review presented below, the majority of published studies used fibres from African ancestry as a prototype of curly hair. Some studies (described later) considered fibre curliness as a race-independent descriptor, but these were minimal. Research results for 'curly fibres', based only on samples of African ancestry, present genotypic fibre features as though they are phenotypic, being representative of all curly fibre features. The reverse of this statement is also true, where attributes that are true for the phenotype are credited to the genotype. For example, African hair fibres are popularly thought to have lower fibre strength and stress break loads [13] [14] [15] , lower lustre [13] , a higher friction coefficient [16] and higher lipid content [17, 18] than European or Asian hair. There is a possibility that these attributes may be true for all fibres that deviate distinctively from a straight line, irrespective of ancestry. A few (interracial) studies on curly fibres have indeed found that some characteristics previously attributed to race are independent of ancestry [19] [20] [21] [22] . Preliminary work from our own studies and experience also concurs with findings that suggest that the intrinsic 'curved' hair is a separate phenotype that has distinct physical, biological, mechanical and chemical features. From our review, there is little research data available on curly fibres from individuals of different ancestries. Furthermore, the available studies that used curly hair from one or two individuals of non-African ancestry are too limited in scope to generalize the results. While some of these small sample studies are proof-ofconcept investigations, the scientific reliability of data based on such small sample pools needs to be confirmed to account for variabilities.
For the purposes of this paper, we accepted the deficiencies described above as a given limitation. In seeking to answer the three questions through the literature review (i.e. 'what' does curly hair look like (structurally), 'why' does some hair curl and 'how' does curly hair behave), it was necessary to separate the various research activities on curly hair into sensible categories. While many of the elements in a single category or even across two categories may interweave, a pattern presents itself nonetheless. Since a description of the hair is required to explain the structural and biochemical environments wherein the 'why' and 'how' questions are answerable, curly fibre characterization ('what') is presented first.
(a) What is the structure of a curly fibre?
Below the scalp, the structure of the follicle and growing fibre is inextricably linked to follicular activities. Above the scalp, the visible fibre has physical (macroscopic) properties that are supported by underlying mechanical characteristics: physical (micro-and nano-) structures assuming distinct geometries and biochemical composition. Figure 1 shows the anatomy of the curly hair, with attention to the follicle, from which a curved fibre grows, as well as a cross-section of the fibre (left) that protrudes through the scalp. These portions are described in greater detail in the paragraphs that follow.
(i) Follicle characterization
While the activities and fundamental roles of the different follicular components are not yet fully understood [23] , the follicle morphology is reasonably well described. This synoptic overview (summarized from comprehensive descriptions in [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] ) presents a basis for elucidations pertaining specifically to curly fibres. Histologically, the follicle is a composite structure, comprising two main compartments, with the connective tissue sheath (CTS) of the outer mesenchymal compartment encasing the inner epithelial compartment. The CTS generates and maintains the other component of the mesenchymal compartment, namely the dermal papilla (DP). Sitting embraced by the bulb matrix at the follicle base (figure 1), the DP is key in fibre production. The epithelial compartment is composed of the bulb matrix, inner root sheath (IRS), outer root sheath (ORS) and the growing fibre. At the widest part of the DP, the Auber line distinguishes between proliferation activities in the lower bulb and differentiation activities in the upper bulb. Differentiation produces the IRS, ORS and the fibre. The IRS and ORS are rigid, multi-layered structures that appear to have a topographically guiding role for the growing fibre. Forming the outer epithelial envelope at the junction with the CTS, the ORS extends up to the follicle orifice. The IRS, on the other hand, forms an interlinked anchoring base with the growing fibre and extends to the bulge area. Beyond this point, the IRS is shed to separate the fibre from the follicular wall. The bulge, being one of the stem cell reservoirs that sustain lower follicle growth, sits at the isthmus of the follicle. The bulge area is also the attachment site of the erector pili muscle.
Early studies (dating back to 1873) on follicle morphology described a direct correlation between follicle shape and race, with distinct curvature (versus collinearity) observed in follicles from African versus European ancestries [29] . Modern studies have shown that the basis of this relationship is phenotypical and not racial [21] . It has also been demonstrated (in vitro and in vivo) that curly fibres, emerging angularly from the scalp, are generated by curved follicles (that have a retrocurvature at the bulb). Non-curly hair, on the other hand, emerges from collinear follicles that are embedded at approximately right angles with the scalp [21, 30, 31] . Besides having a curved follicle contour, the bulb, IRS, ORS and CTS of curly fibres also exhibit an asymmetry in shape or cellular distribution, as opposed to symmetry and homogeneous cellular dispersal in non-curly fibres [21, 31, 32] . In the curly fibre bulb, Ki-67-positive matrix cells are visible above the Auber line on the convex side of the matrix. These cells have a homogeneous spread below the Auber line for straight hair. More pronounced cellular expressions can also be seen in the CTS, IRS and ORS on the follicle concave side of the curly hair. In straight hair, the CTS, IRS and ORS structures have a symmetrical lengthwise appearance. Evidence of asymmetrical expression of certain keratins and enzymes is also seen in curly fibres, whereas expression in straight fibres appears to be symmetrical. For example, there is evidence of more pronounced concave side expression of K14 and transglutaminase-1 in the ORS and IRS, respectively [31] . Similar dissymmetry of fibronectin glycoprotein has been shown in the CTS [21] ; K82 (hHb2 keratin) in the early forming cuticle [31] ; and K38 (hHa8 keratin) in the follicle bulb [21] . K38 is also more pronounced in the curly fibre follicle, against the sparse, homogeneous distribution of K38 in the straight fibre follicle [21] . Expression of growth factor insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 5 (IGFBP-5) has also been seen to be significantly higher in curly than in straight fibres [32] .
(ii) Microscopic fibre characterization
As with the follicle, a broad synopsis (summarized from [33] [34] [35] ) of the fibre is necessary to provide context for discussion. Forming in the follicle, the keratinized fibre protrudes above the scalp. Biochemically, the fibre is characterized by its proteins, lipids and cellular environment. Proteins form the major biochemical component, with the polypeptide backbone (comprising planar amino acid residues) being the basic structural unit of all fibre proteins. The protein backbone may be folded into an α-helix or various β-strand secondary configurations. Keratin proteins (KPs) comprise various α-helical-folded backbones that are iteratively aggregated lengthwise (driven by hydrogen and disulfide bonding) to form fibrous structural units. Keratinassociated proteins (KAPs) mostly assume a combination of secondary configurations, including α-helix strands, β-strands, β-sheets and β-turns [36, 37] . The main components of the fibre are composed of KPs and/or KAPs, forming the cuticle, cortex and the medulla. A detailed description of each of these components, as pertains to curvature, is presented below.
Medulla. Not found in all hair fibres, the medulla (in the fibre centre) is predominantly present in coarser hair fibres. In an old study on various ethnic groups in India, with hair varying from straight to frizzly, discontinuous medullary cells were found in all hair types, a continuous medulla was found in straight and medium curly (narrow wavy) hair, but absent in frizzly hair (among the test group), and the absence of a medulla was also reported in all hair types [38] . No newer studies that relate fibre curliness to the medulla appear to be available. Further discussion of the medulla is therefore excluded from this review.
Cuticle and lipids. The cuticle is mainly composed of KAPs and lipids. The cuticle acts as a protective fibre envelope and comprises several cellular layers that are meshed in cell membrane complex (CMC) material. Cuticle layers may be broadly divided according to main functionality (figure 2). The outer layers (A-layer, exocuticle, endocuticle) fortify the fibre against mechanical and chemical stresses; the lower layers (lower β-layer, δ-layer and upper β-layer) form cuticular CMC material. CMC material, although different in chemical composition, is also found at the cuticle-cortex junction and in the cortex itself. CMC material is composed of cell membrane proteins, sandwiched in endogenous lipid layers. These are different from surface lipids exuded from the sebaceous gland in the follicle sac. Lipids are present in both the cuticle and the cortex. Primary endogenous lipids include fatty acids, cholesterol, ceramides and 18-methyl eicosanoic acid (18-MEA) [39, 40] . The most well-known hair lipid is 18-MEA (in the cuticle), which forms a covalently bonded monolayer between the membrane protein on the one side and an electrostatic association with fatty acids on the other side to construct cuticle CMC [41] . Cuticle-cortex CMC material has a covalent thioester, polar and salt linkage hybrid character.
Lipids contribute strongly to the fibre's resilience against certain extrinsic stresses, and they also facilitate or hinder substance uptake (both internally and environmentally). Lipids are (to a lesser extent) also associated with fibre stiffness and tensile strength [42] , but generally not with fibre curvature. Some studies have suggested that lipids may play a structural role in fibre shape [ hair [17, 18] . In another publication, Asian hair was indicated to have the highest internal lipid concentration when compared with European and African hair [43] . The conflicting statements may be explained by considering the challenges when investigating fibre lipids. Comparative studies on hair lipids are challenged by disproportionate requirements to extract free lipids (easy) and covalently bound lipids (complex), as well as the impact on fibre properties of a delipidized fibre [44] . As a result, ignorance of these challenges during experimentation, or comparing population data with results from other publications that used different extraction methods, may lead to biased characterization and inferences about fibre behaviour.
Cortex. The cortex is generally associated with fibre curliness. A detailed review of the hair cortex is presented in [13] . Accordingly, the cortex forms the greater part of the fibre and comprises KPs that are embedded in an amorphous space, called the matrix. The matrix is composed of KAPs and other structures not relevant here. KPs are rigid, fibrous, hydrophobic structures, whereas KAPs are globular, water-soluble proteins, with a hydrophobic interior and hydrophilic surface. While the matrix has an amorphous form, it establishes a coherent nano-structural base for the KPs [45] [46] [47] Figure 3 . Illustration of the different cortical cell types. The packing of the IFs inside the cell contributes to the shape of the cortical cell (adapted from [52, 53] ).
is higher in OCs than in PCs. MCs appear to be intermediates between OCs and PCs. MCs are not always regarded as a distinct cell type [50, 51] . Some studies consider MCs as part of the PC group while others propose two types of OCs, where the description of less-dominating OCs subscribes (to some extent) to that of MCs. The ultrastructure of MCs appears to be a migration from OCs to PCs, with larger size (circular to amorphous) MFs around the cell periphery. In MCs, IF packing is more similar to packing in PC macrofibrils, i.e. near hexagonal, but the small amount of matrix material corresponds more closely to that of OCs. Some researchers have moved away from the OC/MC/PC designations that originate from wool research. For example, studying naturally straight and curly fibres from Japanese females [52, 53] , types A-D were designated to cortical cell types. Types A and B resemble OC-like cells, with type B tending towards the description of MCs. Types C and D resemble PC-like cells, with type D an infrequently occurring cell type that is distinct from, yet most like, PCs. Figure 3 illustrates the different cell types and how the keratin intermediate filament (KIF) packing inside each cell impacts both the cell shape and degree of freedom when packed inside the cortex. A surprising element of this study was that, against the accepted premise that East Asian (in this case Japanese) hair is 'straight', the study reported that 47% of the sample pool (n = 230) had curly hair, varying in curl radius from 0.6 to 16 cm. Studying the ultrastructural arrangement of fibres, the authors observed the presence of four cell types (A-D) in fibres from all hair types. Furthermore, cortical cell types B and C (MC-like and PC-like cells) were found to be the dominating components in all hair. In curly hair, geometric arrangement was distinctly bilateral, with more type C cells on the concave side and more of types A and B on the convex side. The study confirmed the correlation between curvature and bilaterality, and also highlighted the variability and complexity of cortical cell arrangements.
OCs are often described as the dominant cell type in the OC : PC ratio, but significant ratio variability has been reported [54] . More recently, the differences in OC : PC ratio between African, European and Asian hair fibres were demonstrated to be small [51] , suggesting weak correlation with both ancestry and curliness. The notion also concurs with the view described in [55] . Even though there is considerable intra-and inter-variability [56] , a common ultrastructural feature of very curly fibres is the bilateral symmetry of OCs and PCs. However, a clear increasing [56] . In the bilateral symmetry, OCs and PCs assume convex and concave sides of the curl, respectively (figure 4). MCs appear to be important in intermediate and lower curled fibres [57] . While the OC content shows small variations, there appears to be a significant lean towards an MC/PC combination instead of only PCs [21, 56] . The reported concentration of MCs was shown to correlate inversely with curvature, with a complete lack of MCs in very curly fibres [21] . The bilateral arrangement of OCs and PCs is sometimes described as a mechanism, or as a cause of fibre curvature [52, 55] . Recent work has indicated that cortical cell lengths are longer on the convex than on the concave sides of the fibre curl [55] . As such, the authors contested the notion that bilaterality causes curvature, but rather argue that cortical cell length is more likely to have a causal relationship with curvature than cell type or ratio. This premise is more accommodating of observed variations in geometric arrangements than the first. However, both dimensional and pattern data describe 'appearance'. There is a need to distinguish between causation and appearance. 'Causation' answers the 'why' question, whereas 'appearance' describes observed structures and patterns, i.e. the 'what' question. The 'bilateral pattern' is a description of the physical appearance of the cortex as viewed microscopically. Observations of bilaterality do suggest certain underlying machinery (apparatus) and processes (mechanisms) that produce cortical cells, which are arranged in a particular cortical cell pattern and which have a particular ultrastructural display. The underlying machinery and processes are the causative factors and not the observed patterns (appearances) that result from the underlying production line, i.e. the ultrastructural arrangement, bilateral pattern and cortical cell lengths are the result of the molecular assembly processes of IFs, MFs and cortical cells [58, 59] . It is also necessary to take into account that, besides huge variability of cortical cell patterns (as observed in different sheep breeds), bilateral arrangements have also been observed in the cortices of linear (straight) wool samples. Furthermore, research has demonstrated an inverse correlation between average fibre diameter and propensity to a bilateral pattern [56] . This implies that the relationship between bilaterality and fibre curliness cannot be taken as injective or as causation of curvature. In a certain sense, the observed structures, patterns, cell lengths and ratios lie at the junction of the 'why' and 'what' questions. Yet, the purpose of this work is to present a platform from where equivalent theories can be understood and compared in order to highlight knowledge gaps and focus investigations. Therefore, from a multi-disciplinary viewpoint, engineering and manufacturing Keratin-assisting/associating structures in the cortex. Similar to cortical cell KPs, distinction (motifs and sequence homology) is also made between different KAPs [60] , which are, therefore, described in terms of their function and biochemical character. KAP types and quantities vary significantly in different fibre structures, be it cuticle layers or cortical cell types [33, 34, 58] . KAPs are broadly classified as high sulfur (HS), ultra-high sulfur (UHS) or high glycine-tyrosine (HGT) proteins. The amount of cysteine (more or less than 30 mol.%) dictates the difference between HS and UHS KAPs, whereas HGT proteins have a glycine or tyrosine content of approximately 35-60 mol.% [59] . HS KAPs dominate in the matrix. Cuticles are cysteine and glycine rich [61] , with the outer layers comprising highly cross-linked UHS-type proteins and the endocuticle mostly composed of low-sulfur residues and acidic and basic proteins. Cuticular KAPs are high in cysteine, serine, glycine and proline content [13, [33] [34] [35] . Biochemically, cortex KPs are low-sulfur structures, with a high concentration of basic and acidic residues when compared with cuticular proteins [62] . KPs are also low in proline [63] , which is detrimental to the α-helix structure. In wool fibres, concentrations of cysteine, cysteic acid, threonine and proline were shown to be higher in PCs than in OCs, whereas tyrosine, glycine, phenylalanine and leucine were dominating in OCs [64, 65] . In certain but not all studies [65] , aspartic acid concentrations have also been found to be dominant in OCs.
(iii) Macroscopic characterization of the fibre On a macrolevel, hair curl taxonomies provide a meaningful tool for making scientific sense of, and deriving objective inferences from, hair study results. A classic taxonomy paper, proposed to move away from race-based fibre classification, is the segmentation tree analysis method (STAM) [20] . Based on curvature phenotyping, STAM classifies hair into eight curl-type groups (I-straight to VIII-tightly curly). STAM introduced a significant shift by considering hair fibres phenotypically, rather than racially. However, it poses complexity and repeatability challenges. When working with large sample pools (e.g. 6000 in [66] , 26 964 in [67] and 9674 in [10] ), STAM is tedious and complex when phenotyping medium to very curly fibres. Using STAM, a high inter-rater variability has also been demonstrated for very curly hair [68] . Accordingly, a modification has been suggested to STAM, whereby classes V and VI as well as VII and VIII are collapsed into single groups each. The modified-STAM taxonomy demonstrated significantly reduced rater variability when compared with the advantages of having more curl classes, at least when considering the current knowledge on how fibre features correlate with different degrees of curvature. The literature review showed that the uptake of STAM/modified-STAM (mostly in material, mechanical, structural and cosmetic sciences) as a methodology is relatively low and that most publications still use race/population as the phenotypical fibre discriminant. A similar taxonomy to the modified-STAM has been observed in genetic and forensic sciences, using a six-point scale system to differentiate between 'stick straight', 'straight', 'wavy', 'big curls' and 'small curls' [10, 69] . An even more simplistic model uses a three-or four-point scale system, in which case differentiation includes 'straight', 'wavy', 'curly' and/or 'frizzy' hair [10, 66] .
Demonstrated in [11, 12] , curly fibres (of African descent) vary widely in degree of curliness. Furthermore, distinct correlation has been demonstrated between fibre curliness and certain features (e.g. curliness and diameter, curliness and elastic limit) [11, 52, 53] . This indicates the necessity to differentiate between degrees of fibre curliness in order to gain a more accurate understanding of hair fibres. In our opinion, a practical taxonomy needs to be uncomplicated to facilitate easy, yet accurate, use. The above-mentioned six-point scale [69] and modified-STAM [68] appear to support these requirements. More appropriate descriptions, for straightforward classification of large datasets, could be 'stick straight', 'near straight', 'wavy', 'wavy, big curls', 'small curls, frizzy, kinky, afro', 'tight, interwoven small curls'.
While it may be tempting to group 'straight' and 'near-straight' fibres into one group, there seem to be differences between 'stick straight' and 'near-straight' fibres. A study that points out the importance of differentiation is described in [70] . Volunteers were 151 individuals of European ancestry who donated 20+ hair fibres each; these were then classified as types I-IV according to STAM. The aim of the study was to evaluate factors (instrumentally and via survey) that contribute to the perception of 'fine hair'. Accordingly, there was a strong correlation between self-perception of 'fine hair' and low average fibre diameter, hair density, stiffness and break force load. Statistical analysis showed that hair at a STAM class threshold of 2.5 (below III, but above II) fell in the category of 'fine hair', whereas hair above this threshold was categorized as 'not fine'. Fibres in the latter group were thicker, stronger and stiffer, with a greater scalp density. This means that curlier hair was found to be thicker, stronger and more resilient under mechanical forces than the near-straight hair. How features of the hair at the top of the spectrum (classes III and VI) of the tested group would compare with features at the low end of the spectrum for curly African fibres (class IV) is unknown. However, what is interesting from this study is the seeming decrease in quantitative results from class I (stick straight) to class II (straight), followed by an increase in class III (wavy). Based on the mechanical trends observed for various fibre properties (average diameter, ellipticity and straightness), high torsional rigidity and strength are anticipated for mechanical structures (fibres) that are similar to cylindrical beams (transversely round and thick). On the other hand, comparing a thinner/elliptical/curved beam with the thick, cylindrical beam, the former is expected to have weaker mechanical properties than the latter. Therefore, a decrease in mechanical features is not unexpected as the structure becomes thinner, more elliptical and curved. The increased performance in these fibre features between 'straight' and 'near-straight' hair is therefore not surprising. The apparent trend of 'near-straight' fibres to be thinner than 'wavy' fibres is somewhat surprising. Further studies are needed, using a larger sample pool, from interracial ancestry.
Considering the available characterization studies, several data gaps became evident through the described trends. Large intra-and inter-sample variabilities in the observed trends suggest a certain amount of bias slipping in during experimental design, which might be addressed by using finer taxonomies than a race-based or two-point scale ('straight', 'curly'). As noted in [44] , experimental design and result interpretation of comparative characterization studies demand at the very least the use of an objective classification scheme. The other data gap, with regard to the previous, is the seeming unawareness of experimental challenges relating to the curved fibre as an interracial or race-independent phenomenon. The argument about bilaterality being a descriptive, rather than a causative, element in curly fibres also highlighted an important data gap. The correlation between bilaterality and fibre curliness seems to be an important fibre feature relationship that supports curvature, but that needs further exploration to unlock the secrets that explain the variabilities in this relationship.
(b) Why do some fibres curl?
As mentioned above, the 'why' question relates mainly to the machinery and processes that produce micro-patterns that are characteristic of the curved fibre, as well as the curved fibre itself. The reason for hair curvature appears to be studied primarily from three viewpoints: anthropology, medicine and biology. Although different in focal points, answers from these perspectives are not necessarily independent, but are often intertwined.
(i) Anthropology
From an anthropological viewpoint, environmental factors relating to scalp cooling or heat retention form an evolutionary assumption to explain the 'why' behind hair curliness [13, 71] . Accordingly, the dominating ancient hominid scalp hair form was curly because of the ability of the curved shape to raise the fibre root away from the skin, thereby delivering both UV protection and scalp cooling. Migrating from the hot climate of Africa into colder areas, evolutionary adaptation is thought to have caused changes in hair shape and colour. Sufficient evidence to confirm the hypothesis has not yet been found. 
(ii) Medicine
Besides having a biological interest in the hair fibre as part of fundamental knowledge of the human body, medicine also has a diagnostic interest in asking why hair curls. Changes in intrinsic hair form may be related to a health condition or drug effect. For example, woolly hair may point to certain autosomal recessive hair disorders [72] , and changes in hair shape have been observed from treatment of certain conditions (e.g. [3, 73] ). From a diagnostic perspective, the emphasis of the 'why' question pertains to visible features that lead to concern, rather than an interest in the curl phenomenon itself.
(iii) Biology
Genetics. Westgate et al. [74] offered a valuable review of the biology and genetics of the curly fibre. From a biological perspective, the 'why' question about hair curvature is tackled through investigations of fibre morphogenesis that focus on genetic factors, cellular processes and relevant machinery morphologies that produce a curved shape. In summary, the genetic core and differentiated mechanistic rates govern the follicle morphogenesis. Within this structure, proliferation and differentiation mechanisms drive curly fibre formation and also entrench supportive structures to stabilize and maintain curvature once the fibre protrudes through the scalp. This section begins with a discussion of the genes associated with curvature and then explores other biological theories of curl.
Various genes have been associated with fibre shape, including TCHH, EDAR, WNT10A, FRAS1, OFCC1, TRAF2, PRSS53, PADI3, LOC105373470, S100A11, LCE3E and LOC391485 [10, 67, [75] [76] [77] . Of these, a variant of the EDAR gene has been indicated (in animal models) to be responsible for straight, coarse, round fibres generated by enlarged follicles [78] . The EDAR gene, together with the TCHH, gene was confirmed to be present in straight hair from East Asian and European individuals, but not in curly fibres [67, 79] . Despite its prominence in straight hair in East Asians, the EDAR gene could not explain the variation in hair shape. In addition, the TCHH gene appears to play a stronger role in straight hair of Europeans than of East Asians. The VDR gene has been identified to be involved in fibre morphogenesis and growth, and therefore may potentially also contribute to fibre shape [80, 81] . As more genome-wide association studies explore DNA data, the genetic complexity that contributes to, or governs, fibre shape is bound to provide an improved understanding to the 'why' question.
Follicle machinery and processes. Activities responsible for fibre formation can loosely be grouped into three categories: namely activities that (i) govern and maintain follicle morphology, (ii) drive fibre formation, and (iii) facilitate structural arrangement and curvature support. The hair follicle (described earlier) is a dynamic structure, developing from the epidermis and dermis downwards, that is subjected to different cycles [24, 25] . Of interest to this work is the fully formed hair follicle (described earlier) in the growth (anagen) cycle, which produces a curly hair fibre. The follicle is a much studied structure in medicine and biology (e.g. [25, [82] [83] [84] ), yet it is still not well understood [23] . Detailed activities that govern follicle morphogenesis fall outside the scope of this review.
Follicular pathways, which are thought to account for curvature, are the functioning of certain follicle substructures, differentiated growth rates and molecular expression patterns. A number of theories have been put forward to account for the curvature of a fibre. Based on investigation of biological pathways for molecular bending and twisting, it has been argued that multiple papillary centres form within the DP [85] . As these papillary centres function autonomously, they are likely to generate an asymmetric fibre unless they operate in precise unison. It has also been argued that the fibre is flattened in the DP by certain proliferating mechanisms to produce an elliptical fibre shape [86] . Another theory has suggested that the hardening of the IRS and ORS before fibre formation constrains growth and results in a specific transverse and longitudinal shape [26, 85] . Examples of proliferation and differentiation mechanisms that are thought to be causative of fibre curvature are uneven expression of Ki-67 proliferation markers, K14, K38, K82 keratins, transglutaminase-1 enzyme, fibronectin glycoprotein and IGFBP-5 growth factor [21, 31, 32] . Metabolites that have been suggested as key to controlling the fibre shape are proteoglycans [87] , lipids and exosomes [23] . Since the matrix protein KAP.8.1 is evident in IF packing in OC/PC/MC macrofibrils, it has also been implicated as a causative reason for fibre curvature [59] .
As argued before, the cellular arrangement in the cortex and ultrastructural patterns are products of underlying mechanisms. The most prominent study in this regard is detailed in the work of Fraser and Parry [58] and Matsunaga et al. [59] , which offer theories that explain how IFs align with each other to form MFs, as well as the factors that are likely to govern helical (annular) or hexagonal shapes associated with IF packing in OCs and PCs, respectively. KAPs interact with the embedded KP structures and also strongly influence IF packing during MF formation [52, 56] . Hence, they also contribute directly and indirectly to fibre curvature.
(iv) Chemical bonding
Owing to popular hair treatments (i.e. cosmetic relaxing and permanent setting), breaking and reformation of disulfide bonds are processes that are closely associated with changes of fibre curliness. As a result, these bonds are believed to cause curvature. However, disulfide bonds are formed during fibre keratinization, a process that occurs after maturation of fully formed cortical cells [25] . As such, the governing elements mentioned earlier have already set the stage for fibre curvature, and the newly formed fibre is equipped (stabilized) in the keratinization zone for extrafollicular existence once it protrudes through the scalp. Disulfide bonds (and other stabilizing cross-links) are therefore probably not directly causative of curvature but, rather, support curvature.
There are still many data gaps when considering the reason for fibre curvature. As aptly described by Bernard [23] , 'much knowledge about hair follicle biology has been acquired in the last 70 years, but the code for molecular and cellular behaviour of the follicle has not yet been broken'. Besides understanding the reason for curvature, the necessity to distinguish between causation and characterization has also been shown, as it introduces confusion in forming comparative causation theories.
(c) How do curly fibres behave?
The 'how' question is tightly coupled with the 'what' question, describing how curly fibres behave under, or respond to, certain conditions. The nature of the 'how' question is largely comparative, describing limits and operational ranges of characteristic attributes and also stress-induced deviations from normality. Studies can be categorized loosely into macro-and micro-fibre interests, although these are sometimes combined in an attempt to find important interrelationships between macro-and micro-fibre features. Focusing on the whole structure, diameter, cross-section, lustre, stiffness, rigidity and degree of curliness are typical examples of macroscopic attributes. Microscopic behavioural studies focus on aspects such as biochemical composition, structural arrangement, mechanical properties, growth rate and drug/substance absorption.
(i) Physical behaviour
The literature reveals a widespread interest in the fibre's dimensional (diameter, cross-sectional area, ellipticity) and tensile (elastic limits, break stress load) properties under various conditions (humid, wet, dry, temperature). Besides the interest in dimensional data, they are also required for tensile calculations. A major purpose of tensile studies (usually in mechanical engineering and material and cosmetic sciences) is to find the operational range in which a fibre would maintain its inherent elasticity, without damage or catastrophic failure. Most of these studies appear to have used a race-based taxonomy, comparing the three broad hair types with one another and developing a general trend (despite great intra-variability) about fibre thickness, ellipticity and strength. Accordingly, African ('curly') fibres have a low to moderate diameter, longitudinal polydispersity and elliptical cross-section when compared with European ('near straight') and Asian ('straight') fibres, which are reported to be stronger, thicker, more uniform lengthwise and rounder transversally. African hair is also known to be coarse, except very curly fibres, which are thin. When compared with European fibres, Asian fibres are understood to be slightly thicker and rounder transversally, but have a similar or just slightly higher tensile strength [13, [88] [89] [90] .
As mentioned under the 'what' question, broad trends between fibre diameter, cross-section, curliness and strength have been found in African fibres of different curliness, i.e. an inverse correlation between fibre curliness and strength as well as curliness and diameter [11] . Dimension and tensile strength data for Tunisian females of varying fibre curliness (wavy and curly) also showed the same inverse correlations [91] . However, Tunisian curly fibres were found to be thicker and stronger than curly fibres from African ancestry. A similar study on Mexican females of varying curliness indicated a similar pattern between fibre curliness, dimension and (wet break) strength [92] . From the curl classification of Mexican fibres, it was inferred that Mexican hair corresponded strongly to Asian/European curliness patterns (classes I-IV). It therefore appears that fibre shape, and not ancestry, determines the important correlation between fibre curliness and diameter and between fibre curliness and tensile strength. This observation is confirmed by considering the composition of cystine-rich proteins in the different groups, as these are the dominating contributors to fibre strength. By studying the distribution of cystinerich proteins under transmission electron microscopy, it has been demonstrated that distribution rates in African fibres are comparable to distribution rates in European and Asian hair [22] . Accordingly, hair weakness in natural, untreated African hair fibres results from excessive structural damage that is consistent with mechanical stress accrued from grooming complex physical structures, and not from structural abnormalities or weaknesses. From an engineering perspective, irrespective of origin, a curved structure presents various physical and mechanical challenges to being groomed. These induce fibre weakening and damage. Tensile evaluation of a weakened structure is likely to yield poor results. However, we have found that current tensile evaluation strategies may be inadequate to determine the tensile strength adequately. We recently reported on incidental observations of distinct toe-region behaviour for curly fibres on the stressstrain plot, which is absent for straight fibres (figure 5) [93] . Accordingly, curly hair fibres exhibit a distinct lag in the toe-region before heeling into elastic deformation, whereas straight hair fibres show immediate elastic responses upon load elongation. Further investigation showed a distinct interrelationship between fibre mechanics and geometry and suggested that the viscoelastic character of hair varies significantly with varying curliness. Showing that fibre curliness is predictable from tensile data, it was pointed out that de facto methods of tensile testing appear to erode curly fibre strength during preparation. Furthermore, de facto tensile strength evaluation methods, based on load elongation at constant rate, largely equate fibre strength with elastic strength, ignoring the viscous contribution of the fibre. The viscous contribution is mostly from the matrix, but, depending on the cuticle size, the cuticle may also contribute to the fibre's viscosity. Reported in [62] , the cuticular material may account for 40% of the total fibre weight in fine hair. As mentioned earlier, while African fibres (as an example of curly fibres) are generally known to be coarse, diameter decreases with curliness, which suggests the potential of a larger viscosity contribution from very curly hair than that from medium curly hair. The main outcome of our study indicated that the tensile strength (σ T ) of hair fibres is composed of two (rather than one main) components, namely a contribution from the toe-as well as the elastic region, namely σ T = σ t + σ ε , with σ t and σ signifying the toe-and elastic regions, respectively. Tensile strength of hair fibres is determined as Young's modulus ( ), which is the gradient of the elastic region on the stress-strain plot, i.e. ε = σ/ , where σ and are the stress and strain values, respectively. However, when a viscoelastic material is stretched, tensile strength is represented by a complex (ε * ) rather than a simple quantity, i.e. ε * = ε s + ε d i, where ε s is the material's elastic stiffness and ε d is the fibre's energy dissipative ability observed as a result of viscous damping [94] ; this agrees with our findings, namely that σ T = ε t + ε ε , rather than σ T = ε ε . While both toe-and elastic regions have an elastic and a viscosity contribution, the elastic contribution dominates in the elastic region, whereas the viscosity contribution dominates in the toe-region. For non-curly commonly reported stress-strain region Figure 5 . Stress-strain plot for straight and curly hair fibres. For curly hair fibres, there exists a toe-region prior to the linear elastic region.
fibres, the greatest part of fibre strength is derived from σ while σ t ≈ 0. For curly fibres, σ t adds significantly to the overall strength, even though σ remains the major contributor.
(ii) Absorption behaviour
Another commonly studied behaviour is the fibre's response to external or internal chemical exposure. Structural responses to external exposure mostly pertain to cosmetic treatments and, to a lesser extent, photo-oxidative exposure or environmental exposure. External absorption response interests lie in understanding the kinetics and mechanisms of the exposure; the structural and ultrastructural changes (damages) due to the exposure; the impact on hair strength and surface properties; and also strategies to improve the condition of damaged hair (e.g. [13, [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] ). Owing to consumer popularity of using chemical relaxing and grey-covering treatment on the hair, these topics remain important and are likely to be re-investigated frequently with the emergence of improved instruments/techniques or chemical treatments applied to the hair (e.g. [100, 101] ). Shown by Coderch et al. [40, 102] , a modification of the Guggenheim-AndersonBoer sorption model (initially for soil water vapour sorption isotherms) is well suited to evaluate the changes in the permeation characteristics of the hair fibres. Accordingly, the sorbed moisture content (M in g/100 g) at water activity a w can be monitored by M = M 1 cKa w /(1 − Ka w + cKa w ), where M 1 is the sorbed monolayer moisture content (in g/100 g) and c and K are energy constants depicting the difference in free enthalpy of the water molecules in the pure liquid state and in the monolayer (in the case of c) or in the upper layers in the case of (K). Forensic, medicinal and pharmacological sciences are generally more interested in internal, rather than external, exposure of the fibre to chemicals, although forensic investigations have some interest in exogenous influences. Chemical deposition via endogenous absorption of substances facilitates a non-invasive means to trace chemicals to which the individual was exposed, long after pathological evidence of exposure. This method is not without its challenges. Endogenous absorption is affected by chemical treatments (permanent and semi-permanent) of the hair, which have been found to markedly alter the content of certain drug markers used for hair analyses [103] . False positives for substance abuse are often reported in forensic investigations. In the USA, there appears to be a higher positive rate for drugs in African (assumed curly) than in European hair (assumed near straight). The view that the elevated rate is attributable to ancestry has recently been challenged [104] . Accordingly, certain types of cosmetic products ('ethnic hair care') increase diffusivity of hair. Applying the same products on hair from African and European ancestry, absorption susceptibility of all fibres was found to increase, which, in turn, resulted in similar drug uptake rates irrespective of race.
Absorption of chemical substances (in any medium) is strongly affected by the hydrophilicity/lipophilicity, pH and other substances in the absorbing medium. As mentioned, there is race-independent direct correlation between fibre shape and cortical cell composition [56, 64] , and the chemical composition between PCs and OCs differs [64, 65] . Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there are no reported data on lipid distribution in different hair forms, only race-based lipid distribution reports [17, 18, 43] . A group of Spanish researchers investigating lipid contents in various hair types [18, 40, 102] has reported (among many findings) that African hair has the greatest amount of exogenous lipids with lower permeability than European and Asian hair. It was shown that, after depletion of exogenous lipids, absorption kinetics remained constant, but desorption kinetics changed, leading to a loss of total moisture content. On the other hand, depletion of endogenous lipids promoted lower water permeability. The European and Asian hair used in the mentioned Spanish studies [18, 40, 102] appears to be straight, or almost straight. Furthermore, fibres were acquired commercially, and there is no indication of the size of the donor sample pools from the reported literature. It is therefore impossible to determine whether these important findings are generally true for specific racial groups, or whether they are phenotypical. A recent study [105] by the same group, where different colour hair from the same racial group was subjected to similar investigations, seems to point to a phenotypical rather than racial origin. Results showed a significant difference in cuticle lipid content, as well as different absorption/desorption dynamics between the white and brown hair. White fibres exhibited decreased absorption capacity and increased rate of permeability. This raises a question about how these observations would differ between fibres of different curliness in the same population. Considering that certain fibre features, previously attributed to race, were later found to be attributable to fibre shape, there is a strong likelihood that lipid distribution may have a phenotypical, rather than racial, nature. If true, it would not be irrational to suggest dissimilarities in biochemical environment (among curly and non-curly fibres) that would affect absorption. This would be critical for correct data interpretations, especially in medicine, pharmacology, forensics and toxicology.
(iii) Surface properties
Various studies characterize and compare mechanical surface properties of the fibre. Typical surface properties include fibre lustre (versus dullness), fractures in the surface (lack of smoothness, increased fraction coefficient and tangling due to damage), hardness (bending stiffness and torsional rigidity), etc. [13, 16, [106] [107] [108] . Theory suggests that surface properties of curly structures are likely to be dissimilar to those of straight structures. Not many studies could be found for surface properties of curly fibres per se. However, when compared with European/Asian fibres, fibres from African ancestry have a higher friction coefficient, less lustre, higher torsional rigidity and show more surface damage in general [13] [14] [15] .
(iv) Growth behaviour
Growth rates of fibres are sometimes also studied in a comparative fashion. A 2012 study [109] of fibres of low curvature is worth mentioning as it provides a comparative tool to understand curly fibres. The sample pool consisted of straight hair (STAM classes I and II) from East Asian (n = 26) and European (n = 6) donors, from which more than 1000 hair fibres were evaluated. By focusing on the relationships between growth rate and certain morphological parameters, it was found that thicker hair corresponds to faster growth rates, a higher probability of having a medulla and shorter interscale distances, whereas the opposite was demonstrated for slower growing fibres. A significant conclusion of the study was that findings on growth rates of East Asian and European fibres were independent from ancestry but dependent on certain fibre characteristics. In an earlier related study [110] , an opposite inference was made, namely that growth rates corresponded to race: African < European < Asian. While the earlier study evaluated a larger sample pool (511 donors), ancestry was the differentiator and not fibre characteristics.
The 'how' question highlighted that some comparative studies are pointing towards phenotypical curly fibre trends that are independent of race. It also showed that it is clear that a race-based taxonomy, without at least accounting for different curl types, leads to confounding effects. The 'how' question, again, highlights the need for large-scale studies based on phenotypical taxonomies in order to better understand and describe fibre behaviour under various conditions.
Conclusion on review of current research
Significant effort has been directed towards understanding why fibres curl, characterizing the macro-and micro-appearances (characters) of the curly fibre and determining how the curly fibre is likely to behave under different conditions. Three main observations have been made from the review: (i) the curly fibre appears to be a distinct type of fibre, with its own physical, mechanical and biological make-up; (ii) using a race-based taxonomy introduces complexity and bias to understanding the curly fibre, which hinders the recognition of phenotypical trends; and (iii) uncritical use of terminology, such as 'European' and 'Caucasian' hair or 'African' and 'ethnic' or 'afro' hair, escalates the problems made in the previous points. It also thwarts objective comparison of relevant studies. An appropriate guiding question for future hair research may be to ask how much of the 'why', 'what' and 'how' is ascribable to genotype and how much to the phenotype.
From a sizeable DNA hair phenotyping study [10] , it appears that more than 50% of hair fibres from European, African, Asian (including Middle, Eastern and Western) and admixed populations exhibit some degree of curl. The high incidence of fibre curvature points to the 'ordinariness' (rather than peculiarity) that curly fibres should enjoy when studying hair. If most advances in hair research in the past were made based on available straight/near-straight hair sample pools, the current presentation of fibre development, growth, character and behaviour (mostly from the perspective of straights fibre) is logical. However, were these initial sample pools mostly curly, the fundamental view on hair would have been coloured differently and the narrative would read as follows: Hair comprises many scalp-protruding fibres that adopt a variety of curved shapes. A fibre is formed in a curved follicle, which is embedded in the scalp, at a gradient. The shape of the follicle is geared towards producing a curved structure, having an asymmetric distribution of follicular substructures and certain follicular substances. In cases where the fibre develops without a curved shape, the follicle may be expected to be at right angles to the scalp and without the asymmetry that is needed for shape formation. In these instances, the growing fibre adopts a round (as opposed to an elliptical) transverse shape, and is potentially thicker than normal. Without the mechanical limitations of curvature, these fibres are also likely to have higher elastic limits.
A systemized approach to curly hair investigations (a) Curvature fibre model
Based on the discussion presented in the review section, it is evident that a framework for considering curly hair research would be beneficial. To this end, a curvature fibre model is presented in this section. The main purpose of this model is to present a systemized architecture of curly fibre elements. It is important to note that the design of the curvature fibre model is based on historic and current research interests that focus on hair shape. The review and model are therefore only a subset of general hair fibre research. The model described below might be extended to all types of hair research, but, for such a purpose, the above review would need comprehensive expansion. In its current form, extension of the curvature fibre model would be required as new relevant research topics arise. Extrapolated from the broad focal points of relevant research activities, the model architecture exists as three main tiers, namely the formation (why), characterization (what) and behaviour (how) levels. A fourth tier, the novel level, exists alongside other levels and leaves a vacancy for new topics relating to curly hair research (figure 6).
(i) Formation level
The formation level explains why certain fibres are curved. The level comprises three lateral layers, namely the biological, philosophical and diagnostic layers. In the biological layer, which we focus on, four sublayers summarize the main activities that explain the causation of curvature. These include the follicle sublayer that accounts for research activities on follicle morphogenesis. Closely related, and often intertwined with the follicle sublayer, is the developing fibre sublayer, where proliferation and differentiation activities that give rise to the fibre's shape are explored. Theories that describe mechanisms that form specific structures (e.g. IFs and MFs) supporting fibre curvature belong to the structural sublayer of the biological layer. It must be noted at this point that structural sublayers of the biological layer (in the formation level) and micro-layer (in the characterization level) are likely to share a high level of commonality. Level distinction is made by asking whether the research activity describes an observed phenomenon, or whether it describes a process/activity. Studies that report on the visual appearance of patterns or structures (e.g. via various microscopic techniques) are micro-characterization activities. On the other hand, research theories that describe mechanistic processes that lead to specific visual appearances of patterns or structures are assigned to the formation level, as they offer explanations of why fibres curl.
Anthropological and palaeontological theories of why fibres curl belong to the philosophical layer. Both of these two sciences often cooperate with biological sciences. Therefore, interaction between the philosophical and biological layers, especially the genetic sublayer, is expected. The diagnostic layer, which is mostly concerned with health or drug effects that cause otherwise straight hair to curl, is also likely to interact with the biological layer. In this case, interaction is mostly expected to be with the follicle and developing fibre sublayers, where the developing fibre is exposed to disease or drugs from the bloodstream. 
(ii) Characterization level
The characterization level describes the visual appearance of the fibre, which may be plainly observable or may require micro-investigations (e.g. microscopy, spectroscopy and chemical analysis). Macro-characterization research activities describe not only visible fibre traits but also development of tools, terminology and classes to accurately depict the curly fibre. These activities belong to the curvature, taxonomy and surface sublayers, respectively. For the curvature sublayer, research activities focus on developing and using appropriate geometric descriptors (e.g. curvature degree, index, width, depth and amplitude) for various applications. The taxonomy sublayer hosts research activities that develop and describe taxonomies, which classify fibres in order to support further (other) fibre investigations. Various visual/surface characteristics of the fibre (e.g. lustre, diameter and stiffness) are studied in the surface sublayer.
Micro-characterization of curvature focuses on the follicle, structural units of the shaft, their interrelationships and multidimensional interactions. As such, micro-layer characterization is categorized in the follicle, shaft structure and shaft biocomposition sublayers. Micro-shaft structures are formed and supported by biochemical components, comprising proteins, lipids, water and other cellular material. The two shaft sublayers are consecutive in nature, with the biocomposition having a regulating effect on the formed structures. The shaft biocomposition describes not only relevant biomolecules but also the chemical bonds that drive underlying bonding networks, which are pivotal in fibre curvature.
(iii) Behaviour level
Fibre behaviour studies may have a characterization or comparative nature. In the first instance, fibre behaviour studies are used to determine how a curly fibre would deviate from its normal character under certain (usually stress) conditions. Monitoring the behaviour of the fibre, preselected fibre properties are characterized, e.g. application of mechanical stress is used to characterize the fibre's material strength, bending and torsional properties. Behaviour studies with a comparative nature aim at establishing performance ranges of specific types of fibres. For example, how does the tensile strength of curly hair compare with that of non-curly hair? Currently, most of the comparative studies use different populations or races, and not degree of curliness, as the comparison discriminant. Distinguishable behavioural layers or classes include the physical, mechanical, absorption, growth, ultrastructural changes and biochemical changes layers. The physical layer describes the behaviour(s) of the fibre surface under various test conditions; the mechanical layer is a platform where mechanical responses of the fibre to various test conditions are described/compared; research activities on the absorption layer investigate endogenous and exogenous absorption of the fibre. Depending on the interests of the specific discipline, the absorption responses may be intertwined with any of the other layers on the behaviour level. For example, forensic and medical scientists may be interested in the biochemical changes of the fibre, while engineering sciences may be interested in mechanical and ultrastructural changes after fibre absorption. The growth layer provides a platform for positive and negative growth rate studies. Currently, growth rate studies that relate to curly fibres are mostly comparative in nature. Furthermore, current comparative studies seem to use population/race as a comparison discriminant, and not degree of curliness. Negative growth rates (hair loss) do not appear to be studied from the perspective of curly fibres as a distinct phenotype. The final two layers on the behaviour level provide a platform to describe how the fibre changes microscopically after being subjected to certain stresses or environments.
(b) Application of the curvature fibre model to human scalp hair
The described model presents a simplistic interpretation of current research topics on curly hair. Application of the curvature fibre model (with references to case literature) is depicted in figure 7 . As a first research step, applicable literature reviews typically guide experimental planning or theory development. It is at this point that researchers may spend a significant amount of time trying to make sense of the myriad of hair research material, with efforts that may be marked by an inverse correlation between frustration and productivity. Being able to distinguish between apples and pears in publications that intersperse them may be challenging, especially for younger researchers.
Using the model to converge literature searches, it is necessary to ask whether intended research focuses on the growing portion of the fibre or on the hair shaft protruding through the scalp. Based on the answer, further questions are asked. If intended research focus is on the growing portion, does the intended research concentrate on biological, evolutionary or diagnostic reasons of why hair curls? If not, the research probably belongs to the characterization layer. If the answer is affirmative, it is necessary to determine in which of the three focus areas the research would reside: biological, evolutionary or diagnostic. In case the research has a biological nature, further decision-making is necessary, namely whether it has a genetic or mechanistic nature. If mechanistic, the main focus area (follicle, developing (whole) fibre or specific fibre structures) of the mechanisms to be studied must be established.
If the study intends to characterize the follicle, it would belong to the follicle sublayer in the micro-layer of the characterization level. However, if it were to concentrate on characterizing the hair shaft rather than the follicle, the first question to ask is whether the research focuses on macro-(surface) or micro-features of the fibre. Surface-based research activities may be handles (classification or terminology) to better describe curvature or may be physical properties such as fibre dimension, colour, tangling, interscale cuticle distances and so on. Micro-characterizations focus either on the follicle or on the shaft. Follicle characterization studies commonly interweave structural and biochemical observations, whereas these topics are often separated in shaft characterization studies.
To establish whether or not the intended research would study the behaviour of the fibre, it is necessary to ask whether the intention is to study certain fibre properties under stress or extraordinary conditions. Alternatively, intended research may want to compare fibres from different sample pools with one another. If the answer is yes to either of these questions, the final step is to pigeonhole the intended research as physical, mechanical, absorption, growth, ultrastructural or biochemical related. If the answer is no to the former two questions, the intended research is likely to be a novel topic. In this case, extension of the model would be in the interest of the body of knowledge relating to curly fibres. 
Conclusion
The paper presented a literature review on research of curly scalp fibres. The review categorized existing research areas into three categories, essentially asking why fibres curl, what the curly fibre looks like and how the curly fibre behaves. Several data gaps also became evident, of which the most important was that the use of race-based taxonomies in curly fibre research introduces complexity and bias to understanding the curly fibre as a phenotype, which, in turn, hinders the recognition of phenotypical trends. Based on the review, we also presented a first effort to systematize research activities on fibre curvature into a usable model. The model gives an instant overview of relevant available research focus areas. Supplied guidelines for applying the model during research planning are expected to help clarify the intended research focus among the myriad of topical research interests; assist in performing targeted literature searches; assist with comparative studies (comparing apples with apples); and help highlight areas in which more research is required.
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